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ICF News

New MeMBeR

We are very pleased to welcome SCHWECHATER KABELWERKE GMBH (SKW), 
 Austria, as new member of ICF. 

CHICAGO 2006

143 participants found their way to Chicago to attend the 2006 Congress and our 
social events, again a very encouraging increase in attendance. We were particularly 
happy to welcome the representatives of the new member companies which have 
joined during 2006. All Congress proceedings have been mailed to members and are 
of course available for download in the member section of our website.

ICF CONGRess 2007 (New DATe)

Please note that the dates for the Rome Congress have changed. The Congress 
at the Hotel St. Regis in Rome will start on Tuesday, 2 October and finish 
6  October 2007.
The ICF Standing Commission is already busy developing and preparing the 
 program for the Rome Congress. The Business Sessions will cover the following 
topics:

•  Outlook of Status of the W & C Industry in Various Regions 
•  Metals in Wires & Cables
•  Status of FTTH Deployments Worldwide 
•  Mega Trends and the Impact on Wire & Cables

ICF sTANDING COMMIssION

A number of changes have occurred in the composition of the ICF Standing 
 Commission lead by Greg Lampert of General Cable:
David Garza (Viakable, Mexico), Peter Ford (LTK Industries Ltd., USA), Naresh Kumra 
(Belden Asia Pacific, India) and Yosuke Yamazaki (Sumitomo Electric Europe, UK) 
have joined the team. Our gratitude and appreciation for their tremendous support and 
contributions go to Larrie Rose (Belden Europe), Simon Cua (LTK Industries) and Toru 
Nagasaka (Sumitomo Europe) who left the Standing Commission.

Thomas Neesen
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INTRODUCTION
India Attracts Attention
Though China has attracted so much 
attention from investors because it has 
had the fastest growing economy – and 
the fastest growing cable market – in the 
world over the last ten years or more, India 
has also begun to look interesting, as the 
growth rate of the Indian economy over 
the last three years has surged ahead. 
Though growth rates in India are not quite 
as high as China’s, they are higher than in 
most other countries. 

Another China?
Both India and China have very large pop-
ulations, and both countries have started 
from a position of having economies in 
which average incomes are low and basic 
agriculture is the dominant occupation. 
Comparisons between China and India 
are relevant, as many commentators sug-
gest that India may be able in future to 
emulate the high and consistent economic 
growth that has been achieved by China. 
In view of the parallels between India and 
China, this article includes some compari-
sons between the two countries, where 
these comparisons provide insight into 
India’s potential for development.

ECONOMIC 
COMPARISONS
India Lags Behind China
Average Indian economic growth during 
the 1990s was approximately 6% per 
year, lower than the 10% per year aver-
age that was achieved by China. In the 

previous two decades, even before the 
start of China’s “economic miracle”, the 
gap between China and India in terms 
of average economic growth was actu-
ally even wider than in the 1990s. Though 
there have been periods when growth in 
India has been high, there have also been 
much weaker periods, so overall average 
growth in India has been less consistent 
than in China.
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Indian economy Booms 
since 2003
Since 2003 the Indian economy has per-
formed strongly. In 2005 real GDP growth 
was 8.2%, and it is expected that the 
outcome for 2006 will exceed this rate of 
growth. Nevertheless, this strong result is 
lower than the rate of economic growth 
that has been achieved by China, with 
annual real GDP growth hitting 10% in 
each of the last three years. Total GDP for 
India in 2005 was US$ 0.8 trillion, com-
pared to US$ 2.2 trillion for China. 

exchange Rate stabilises, 
Inflation Drops
The Indian rupee exchange rate for many 
years deteriorated against the world’s 
major currencies, with price inflation run-
ning at relatively high levels, typically 9% 
to 10% per year. For example, in 1980 
the rupee was worth 12.2 US cents, but 
by 2002 its value had dropped to 2.06 US 
cents. Since 2002 the rupee has recovered 
a little, regaining some ground against the 
US dollar (current value 2.25 US cents). 
Inflation in recent years has been lower 
than in the 1990s, though the annual rate 
moved up to 6% in 2006.

High Growth in Fixed Investment
Indian growth rates in fixed investment 
have also been high, above 10% per year 
in real terms since 2003. But this growth 
rate is modest compared to the annual 
growth in fixed investment (above 20% 
in each year) that was achieved in China. 
The comparison in terms of the growth in 
industrial production diverges even more 
widely, with China’s growth rate above 
14% in each year, compared to 7% to 
8% for India. Clearly expansion of indus-
trial output in India will have to accelerate 
dramatically before it begins to match the 
extraordinary growth that has been gener-
ated in China.

Robust Growth Forecast
Forecasts indicate that India’s economic 
growth is expected to continue, with real 
GDP growth running at approximately 8% 
per year over the next few years. Simi-
larly high growth is forecast for industrial 
production and fixed investment in India. 
However, this level of GDP growth for 

India is lower than that forecast for Chi-
na (approximately 9% per year), though 
the growth in fixed investment in China 
is expected to moderate from recent 
very high levels. If India is successful in 
attracting more foreign investment, then 
we might see even higher growth in fixed 
investment. Since much of this investment 
would involve building new facilities and 
infrastructure, the outlook for the cable 
market is positive, so long as the confi-
dence of investors is maintained.

Population Growing Faster 
Than China
India’s population in 2005 was 1.1 billion, 
not far behind the total of 1.3 billion for 
China. While China’s population has been 
growing only slowly, with 0.7% average 
annual growth over the period 1995 to 
2005, as a result of the Chinese govern-
ment’s policies to restrict the size of fami-
lies, India’s population has grown by an 
average of 1.7% per year over the same 
period. One obvious consequence of this 
high population growth is that a significant 
part of the growth in Indian GDP from year 
to year is absorbed by the population rise, 
rather than contributing to an increase in 
real GDP per head. On current growth 
trends, the population of India is likely to 
overtake that of China within the next 15 
years.

INDIAN 
TELECOM 
SECTOR
Partial Liberalisation 
in Fixed Lines
Though some competition has been 
introduced in the Indian fixed line tel-
ecom sector it has not been fully liber-
alised. For example, the Indian govern-
ment has resisted calls to introduce local 
loop unbundling. In many respects not 
only has the Indian telecom market been 
opened up more slowly than the more 
mature markets (Europe, North America 
and Japan), but also more slowly than in 
many developing countries (e.g. the major 
countries of South America). Provision of 
basic services has been the main prior-
ity, rather than increasing competition to 
enhance services.

BsNL and MTNL Dominate
The fixed line sector in India is dominated 
by two companies: BSNL (Bharat San-
char Nigam Ltd.) and MTNL (Mahangar 
Telephone Nigam Ltd.)  MTNL serves Del-
hi and Mumbai while BSNL serves the rest 
of the country. A third company, VSNL 
(Videsh Sanchar Nigam Ltd.), traditionally 
had a monopoly on international connec-
tions, but this sector has been liberalised. 
Several other companies also offer inter-
national services and some have their own 
submarine fibre optic cables. 

strong Growth 
in Indian Mobile sector
In the Indian mobile sector there are 
more service providers and competition 
is much more dynamic than in the fixed 
line sector. There has been strong growth 
in the number of mobile cellular subscrib-
ers (MCS), especially over the last two 
years. At the end of the 2005/06 financial 
year there were 90 million MCS in India, 
but penetration of mobile usage was still 
very low, with only 8 MCS per 100 peo-
ple. At end-2006 the Telecom Regulatory 
Authority of India reported that there were 
149 million wireless subscribers, including 
approximately 9 million WLL users. Addi-
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tions of MCS subscribers in Q4 2006 were 
running at 6.5 million per month. There are 
more than 73,000 base stations for mobile 
services in India.

But India Lags Behind 
Most of Asia
India continues to lag behind many other 
developing countries in terms of mobile 

penetration, but growth of Indian mobile 
subscribers over the last two years has 
been explosive. Mobile density in India is 
comparable with its neighbours, Pakistan 
and Bangladesh, but is much lower than 
in most ASEAN countries and China. Even 
Asian countries such as Indonesia and the 
Philippines, which at times in the last 10 
years have had severe economic prob-

lems, have much higher mobile densities 
than India. 

Further Potential for expansion 
Clearly there is great potential for further 
mobile expansion in India if mobile den-
sity approached the level of China or other 
developing Asian countries. This will be a 
positive development for fibre optic cable 
demand as additional network capacity 
will be needed to handle the traffic gener-
ated by expansion of the mobile phone 
subscriber base.

Traditional Fixed Lines Declining
In fixed line infrastructure there has also 
been strong development, but much of 
this growth has been achieved through 
the introduction of WLL services, and the 
number of Indian fixed line service sub-
scribers using traditional wired lines has 
been static or declining in recent quarters. 
At the end of 2006 the total was 40.4 mil-
lion, equivalent to only 3.7 per 100 people. 
There was actually a reduction of 1 mil-
lion in the number of traditional fixed line 
subscribers between March and Decem-
ber 2006. Most of the growth in the total 
number of Indian main telephone lines in 
recent years has been due to increased 
take-up of Wireless Local Loop (WLL) 
services, rather than wired lines.

erratic Demand 
for Copper Cables
The producers of external copper tel-
ecom cable (usually known as jelly-filled 
telephone cables, JFTC, in the Indian mar-
ket) have had a very difficult time in recent 
years. With only two major customers with 
copper-pair fixed line networks, the sup-
pliers have been very exposed to policy 
changes by these customers, especially 
BSNL. Procurement patterns have often 
been very erratic in the past. At times pur-
chase orders have dried up for part of the 
financial year, but Indian manufacturers 
have continued to produce cable, building 
up stock of finished cables, in anticipation 
of a surge in demand in later months. 

wLL Reduces Copper Cable
Indian telcos have enthusiastically 
embraced WLL as a way of rolling out 
a basic telephone service to parts of the 

GROwING INDIAN POweR DeMAND
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country where no service existed. The 
main attraction is that the initial capital 
investment is lower than that required for 
the traditional wireline service. The wide-
spread adoption of WLL in India has hit 
demand for copper telecom cables in a 
fundamental way. In some other develop-
ing countries, such as China, at the same 
time as WLL has been adopted in some 
areas, access lines with cables have con-
tinued to be installed elsewhere. In India, 
by contrast, WLL has largely displaced 
installation of new access lines.

Broadband Take-Up Increases
There was a marked acceleration in the 
take-up of broadband services in India 
during 2006: 2.1 million subscribers at the 
end of the year, compared to 0.9 million at 
the end of 2005 and less than 0.1 million 
at the end of 2004. Longer term, this is 
likely to mean some recovery in demand 
for copper telecom cables, as provision 
of broadband connections via DSL over 
copper pairs requires good quality access 
lines. In line with experience in other coun-
tries, this will mean upgrades of existing 
cables to enable DSL to operate over 
longer loop lengths.

Optical Cable Demand Increases
Indian cable suppliers have seen improved 
demand for fibre optic cable over the last 
two years, following a lean period. The 
customer base for fibre optic cables is 
broader than that for copper telecom 
cables, as in addition to the two fixed line 
operators, other telco service providers, 
such as mobile operators and private 
operators with their own networks, also 
have a requirement for fibre optic cable.

INDIAN POWER 
SECTOR
Power Consumption Growth
Electricity consumption in India has shown 
consistent growth in recent years, but the 
growth rate has been slower than the 
country’s economic growth. Over 2001 
and 2002 the annual growth in total elec-
tricity generation reported by the Minis-

try of Power was only 3%, though this 
increased to around 5% in subsequent 
years. As real GDP growth has been run-
ning at around 7% since 2003, there has 
clearly been an increasing gap between 
the growth in electricity supply and general 
growth.

Demand Growth Outstrips supply
Shortfalls in electricity supply and power 
cuts remain a problem in many areas of 
India. Increases in capacity, through addi-
tional generation, transmission and dis-
tribution facilities, continue to lag behind 
growth in demand. Over the period April 
to October 2006 national peak demand 
was 98.5 GW, but peak supply was 86.5 
MW, a shortfall of 12%. There has been 
a similar shortfall of supply against peak 
demand in all recent years. Power gen-
eration in India is dominated by coal-fired 
power stations (54% of total generating 
capacity). Hydro-electric resources are 
mainly located in mountainous northern 
India, requiring long transmission lines to 
reach the most important areas of con-
sumption.

Power Consumption 
well Behind China
According to international data reported 
by the EIA for 2004, Indian electricity con-

sumption in 2004 was 588 billion kWh, 
compared to 1927 billion kWh in China. 
Average electricity consumption in India 
is low compared to China, with an annual 
average of 550 kWh per person, com-
pared to 1471 kWh per person in China. 
The gap between India and China in terms 

of per capita power consumption has wid-
ened over the past couple of decades. 
The difference is explained partly by the 
greatly increased industrial output in China 
in the last fifteen years, but also by China’s 
greater success in extending power sup-
plies to its rural areas.

Village electrification Not Com-
plete
Access to electricity supplies in rural 
areas of India is still relatively low, with 
74% of villages (439,000 of the Indian 
total 594,000) having electricity, but with 
only 44% of rural households being con-
nected. Increasing the availability of elec-
tricity supply is a key priority for the Indian 
government. This extension will involve 
massive investment in power transmis-
sion and distribution infrastructure. In 
China, as a result of rural electrification 
programmes that have already been 
implemented, nearly 100% of villages 
have electricity supplies. 

INDIA MOBILe DeNsITY LAGs AsIA
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Infrastructure 
Development 
weak
Development of 
energy infrastruc-
ture in India has 
been weak.  Past 

limitations on investment in transmission 
and distribution infrastructure means that 
losses due to technical reasons are high. 
The Ministry of Power says that aggre-
gate technical and commercial losses 
are around 50% - and losses are even 
higher than this in some Indian states. 
Over many years there has been a lack 
of investment in fundamental improve-
ments to the electricity system, with only 
lowest cost incremental investments 
being undertaken. For example, power 
distribution lines at lower voltages may 
have been extended in stages, and now 
reach to much longer lengths than origi-
nally planned, resulting in excessively 
high resistive losses. 

Very High electricity Losses
The overall level of electricity losses in 
India is much higher than in most other 
countries. In addition to the losses that 
occur for technical reasons (e.g. resistive 
losses in power lines and transformers), 
the main reason for the exceptionally 
high losses in the Indian network is pow-
er usage that has not traditionally been 
metered. Theft of power is everywhere in 
the world a potential problem, especially 
in poorer countries, but in India the situ-
ation has been made worse by conces-
sions that have been made to encourage 
development of rural areas. 

Unmetered Power for Farmers
For many years, power utilities were 
required to supply electricity to farm-
ers free of charge, so as to encourage 
farmers to use electric pumps for irri-
gation and improve agricultural produc-
tion. Hence there was little incentive for 
utilities to meter power usage by these 
consumers near the point-of-use. Why 
install equipment to measure power 
usage when no bills were issued to 
consumers?  Without proper metering 
near the point-of-use it was difficult for 
utilities to monitor power usage, so elec-

tricity intended for agricultural use could 
be illicitly switched to other applications, 
such as small industrial premises. 

Financial Impact on Utilities
As power companies in the past did 
not get paid for electricity supplied to 
farmers, in many cases their finances 
were in poor shape and they lacked 
resources for investment. Furthermore, 
in many sectors electricity prices were 
controlled by the state. In recent years 
the problem has been recognised, so 
the policy has changed. More meters 
have been introduced into distribution 
networks and unmetered power losses 
have begun to decrease. Rather than 
simply supplying power free to farmers, 
the power utility will measure usage and 
recover the cost from the state govern-
ment, which will continue to provide the 
politically important subsidy. 

Distribution Reforms
A key element in achieving the turnaround 
of the distribution sector is the APDRP 
(Accelerated Power Development and 
Reforms Programme). Projects covered 
by this programme provide investment 
assistance to power utilities (e.g. for 
installation of meters) and gives incen-
tives to help the utilities achieve better 
financial performance. The Indian states 
are being encouraged by the central 
government to unbundle their power 
utilities and to establish these operations 
as separate corporations.

Long Term Growth Plans
Substantial capacity is being added to the 
Indian power system. The growth targets 
for generation capacity and transmission 
networks in the central / state sector are 
set out by the Central Electricity Author-
ity in a series of five-year plans. Over the 
period 2007 to 2012 (the 11th Plan) a 
tentative generating capacity addition of 
66 GW is planned. During the following 
five years (2012 to 2017, the 12th Plan) 
a further generating capacity addition 
of 86 GW is planned. The current total 
generating capacity in India, including 
the central / state and private sectors, is 
128 GW, so these capacity additions are 
substantial, and much higher than what 

has been achieved during the period of 
the 10th Plan.

Transmission expansion
In 2004/05 3,494 circuit-km of 400 kV 
lines were added (mainly in the national 
Powergrid system) and 3,554 circuit-km 
of 220 kV lines (mainly in the State Electric-
ity Boards). The programme for 2006/07 
totals 8,058 circuit-km of 400 kV lines and 
3,643 circuit-km of 220 kV lines, com-
pared to 5,331 circuit-km of 400 kV lines 
and 7,618 circuit-km of 220 kV lines in the 
2005/06 programme.

Private Investment in 
Power sector
To give access to additional sources 
of finance there has been some private 
investment in the power sector, mainly 
through independent power producers, 
though this contribution is relatively small. 
Of total installed generating capacity of 
128 GW, only 15 GW is in the private 
sector. Involvement of private investors 
(e.g. Tata Power) in transmission projects 
is also beginning.  Setting the finances 
of the state-owned power distribution 
companies on a sounder footing through 
reforms, such as the ADPRP, should 
make these more attractive to investors, 
but there has been only limited progress 
on privatisation so far.

GROWTH IN 
INDIAN MANU-
FACTURING
success in service sector
India has the advantage of having a large 
number of English-speaking people. This 
is one reason why there has been strong 
growth in the service sector in India, as 
many large foreign companies have moved 
some of their “back-office”, administrative 
and sales support functions, to cheaper 
locations. Growth in IT, for example soft-
ware development, has also been strong 
in parts of India. This growth in services 
has placed a strain on communications 
infrastructure.
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shift in emphasis 
to Manufacturing?
For both China and India a big potential 
problem is the existence of a large rural 
population with very low incomes: peasant 
farmers using very labour-intensive meth-
ods. For many years the Chinese authori-
ties aimed to raise the standard of living 
of its rural population, but in recent years 
there has been success in encouraging 
people from rural areas to move to cities 
to find employment that pays better than 
traditional rural occupations. India’s poli-
cies have traditionally favoured the agri-
cultural sector, as small farmers are a very 
important part of the electorate. As with 
China, faster growth of industrial output in 
India may require further policy shifts, with 
potential for political reactions.

Not 1st Choice for Low Cost Man-
ufacturing
Despite its low labour costs, India has 
not been a very popular choice for for-
eign investors seeking to establish low 
cost labour-intensive manufacturing 
operations, such as harness assembly. 
Where operations have been set up in 
India, they have generally been aimed at 
producing goods primarily for the Indian 
market, rather than for export markets. 
Foreign investors focused on export 
markets have usually preferred to set 
up low cost operations in other parts of 
Asia (such as China and the Philippines), 
rather than India. 

Location Not Ideal
Physical distance is one issue that has 
counted against the country, as India is 
not as conveniently situated for Euro-
pean markets as alternative much closer 
locations, such as Eastern Europe or 
North Africa. India is also less conven-
iently located than Pacific Rim countries 
for supplying to Japan or the West Coast 
of the US, or Mexico and Central Amer-
ica for the US. However, less important 
than distance is the potential time-lag 
involved. Shipping goods to and from 
India is likely to be time-consuming. India 
has not yet shaken off its image of hav-
ing a slow-moving official bureaucracy 
that can impede trade and other busi-
ness operations.

India Has Lagged Asian Countries
Some other countries in Asia have been 
much more successful than has India in 
attracting investors to dedicated special 
economic zones (SEZs). In the Philippines, 
for example, there has been strong growth 
in harness assembly operations focused 
on exports to Japan and the USA. In SEZs 
the bureaucracy associated with import 
/ export trade and with foreign invest-
ment in manufacturing is minimized for 
operations that are dedicated to export 
business. India has in fact had export 
processing zones (EPZs) for many years, 
but until recently activity in these Indian 
EPZs has not developed as strongly as in 
other countries. 

From ePZs to seZs
More recently, the Indian government has 
introduced new, more liberal regulations to 
attract more foreign investors and hence 
to increase employment in manufacturing, 
converting the existing seven EPZs into 
SEZs, adding additional ones, and giving 
approval to many more. Not only deregu-
lation, but also high grade infrastructure is 
an important feature of the SEZs. Potential 
foreign investors have sometimes been 
discouraged by poor infrastructure, as for 
example with some manufacturing where 
reliable power supplies are essential. 

According to Fitch Ratings India, the cost 
of most infrastructure services in India, 
except for telecoms, is 50% to 100% 
higher than in China. There has been less 
labour flexibility in India than in other Asian 
countries. 

seZs Grow in 2006
Taking a lead from China’s success, in 
2005 the Indian government introduced 
an additional SEZ Act, aimed at accel-
erating progress, through extending the 
exemption of enterprises in SEZs from 
taxes and duties. Items required for SEZ 
infrastructure development can also be 
purchased free of duties. Though there 
has been some clear success through 
growth in SEZs during 2006, the Indian 
version looks likely to fall short of the 
Chinese achievement. From the point of 
view of the foreign investor, in India there 
remain question marks concerning more 
restrictive labour laws and continuing 
weaknesses in infrastructure.

Growing Car Production
The auto industry provides a good illustra-
tion of the growth of an Indian industry 
whose production is aimed at the domes-
tic market. Monthly production of passen-
ger cars in India has risen from 60,000 
to 70,000 in mid-2003 to over 100,000 

RIsING CAR PRODUCTION 

Data: Central Statistical Organisation, Society of Indian Auto Manufacturers
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in recent months. The largest producer 
is Maruti Udyog, in which Suzuki has a 
major stake. Indian manufacturing opera-
tions also produce large numbers of two-
wheelers (6.5 million in 2004/05), espe-
cially small motorcycles. Once again, a 
Japanese group, in this case Honda, has 
a major interest.

INDIAN CABLE 
INDUSTRY
Indian Cable Production 
Us$  2.2 bn
CRU estimates that Indian cable pro-
duction in 2005 was US$  2.2 billion. 
This means that the Indian production is 
comparable to that of France or Mexico, 
for example. China’s cable production in 
2005 is estimated to be US$ 17 billion, 
nearly 8 times higher than India. This ratio 
is much higher than the ratio of China’s 
GDP to India’s, as (a) China has many 
manufacturing industries that are very 
intensive in their consumption of cable, 
and (b) China is going through a sustained 
boom in infrastructure development.

Very Large Number of 
Cable Producers
The Indian cable industry is highly frag-
mented with a very large number of cable 
producers – many hundreds of compa-
nies – a larger total than can be found 
in any other country in the world except 
China. Many of these Indian companies 
are small-scale cable producers, the 
smallest of which are family-run opera-
tions with only the most basic of produc-
tion equipment. 

Larger Indian Cable Producers
At the other end of the scale in the Indian 
industry are some relatively large cable 
producers, but even amongst these larg-
er players there are only a small number 
whose annual sales of insulated wire & 
cable approach or exceed US$ 100 million. 
The larger Indian cable producers include 
Finolex Cables, the Birla Group (including 
Universal Cables, Vindhya Telelinks and 
Birla Ericsson Optical), Sterlite Optical 

Technologies, Havell’s India, Nicco Corp. 
and KEI Industries. These are all listed 
companies. Polycab is a large privately-
owned cable producer, while Hindustan 
Cables is a state-owned manufacturer of 
telecom cables.

Very Limited Consolidation
CRU estimates that even the largest 
Indian cable producer, the Finolex group, 
accounts for only 5% of total Indian cable 
production. In mature markets it would be 
more usual to find that the largest cable 
producer had 15% to 20% (and some-
times a much higher percentage) share. 
There has been only very limited consoli-
dation amongst the major players in the 
Indian cable industry. The tendency of 
Indian cable companies to grow organi-
cally, rather than by acquisition of com-
petitors, means that no clearly dominant 
groups have emerged in the Indian cable 
industry.

Many Major Listed 
Cable Companies
Most of the major cable companies in 
India are listed companies or are part 
of large industrial groups that are them-
selves listed companies. This bias in India 
towards listed companies contrasts with 
many other developing regions of the 
world where listed cable companies are 
not so widespread as they are in India. 
In China, for example, only a few of the 
large cable companies are listed, as most 
of the others have developed from state-
owned enterprises or have been newly 

established by private entrepreneurs. The 
situation in India also contrasts with South 
America, where, with a few notable excep-
tions like Madeco, most of the major cable 
groups are subsidiaries of foreign groups 
or are privately owned. 

Improved Industry Profitability 
According to the survey by CRU of finan-
cial results of the major listed Indian cable 
companies, industry profitability has been 
improving in recent quarters. Average 
profitability weakened from Q2 2002 
onwards (i.e. Q1 of the Indian 2002/03 
financial year), and the low point for the 
industry was reached in Q1 2004 (i.e. Q4 
of FY 2003/04), as in that quarter some 
of the major players in telecom cables 
reported big operating losses. Since Q2 
2005 average margins for the Indian cable 
industry have been above 10%, so com-
pared to many other markets, where oper-
ating margins in the cable industry even in 
good years are in the range 5% to 10%, 
the financial performance of the Indian 
industry is quite strong.

Large Informal sector
In the Indian cable industry there is a large 
informal or unorganised sector. Some 
small cable companies compete by selling 
products of dubious quality at low prices. 
While such a “black market” sector also 
exists in other countries, it is a particularly 
big problem in India. Smaller local cable 
producers may be encouraged in some 
market sectors (e.g. PVC power cables for 
utility distribution networks) by legitimate 
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tactics, such as price preferences, but in 
the unorganised sector almost anything 
goes. In some instances small cable pro-
ducers bypass the regulations that large 
and medium-sized cable producers have 
to follow. Companies in the unorganised 
sector may avoid paying taxes or take 
advantage of unmetered power supplies 
intended for agricultural users. 

Counterfeit Cables an Issue
In mature markets, such as Western 
Europe, products such as building wire 
are generally regarded as commodities, 
with lowest price and availability being 
the key criteria for purchasers. Quality is a 
secondary consideration in mature mar-
kets, as purchasers usually assume that all 
cables that have the appropriate product 
approvals meet the required performance 
specifications. In India, however, the mar-
ket situation is different: domestic con-
sumers (e.g. for building wire used in resi-
dential construction) are likely to be quality 
conscious, aware of brands of cable that 
have a reputation for quality and wary of 
buying poor quality products. In a market 
where perceptions of quality are impor-
tant, unscrupulous small producers may 
try to sell counterfeit cables, usurping the 
brand-names of the more reputable Indian 
cable makers.

Cable Companies show 
Resilience
Even more than cable companies in other 
countries, Indian cable producers experi-
encing financial difficulties have shown a 
remarkable ability to survive, usually in a 
weakened form, rather than being bought 
by other groups or undergoing outright 
closure. This behaviour contrasts with the 
US or Europe, for example, where on a 
relatively short time scale pressure from 
shareholders and banks forces the man-
agement of poorly performing cable busi-
nesses to close unprofitable operations 
or to seek rationalisation opportunities. In 
India, by contrast, companies in difficul-
ties may carry on trading for several years, 
operating under India’s bankruptcy pro-
tection regulations. In most parts of India, 
but especially in areas such as Calcutta, 
it is difficult to close businesses because 
of laws that protect workers’ employment 

rights. Thus the exit barriers in the Indian 
cable industry are high, which has also 
tended to make outside investors very 
cautious about entering joint ventures or 
setting up green-field operations in India. 

Foreign Investment in JVs
There are a number of cable-making joint 
ventures in India involving foreign groups, 
but there has not been a big movement 
by foreign investors into Indian cable 
manufacturing. The track record for for-
eign investors in the Indian cable industry 
is generally poor. There are several exam-
ples of foreign companies that in the past 
have established joint ventures in India but 
which have eventually withdrawn, either 
due to market conditions remaining poor 
over a number of years or to consistently 
weak performance by the joint venture. 
Cable businesses in India that are wholly 
owned (or nearly so) by foreign groups are 
rare. It is interesting that some of the lead-
ing global cable groups have no presence 
in India, except via trading companies.

Contrast with China
The reluctance of foreign investors to 
“go it alone” in the Indian cable market 
contrasts with what has happened over 
recent years in China. Depending on the 
market sector, a foreign cable group in 

China may choose either to set up a 
joint venture with a local company or to 
establish a wholly-owned business. More 
experienced investors in China have the 
confidence not to need the support of a 
local partner, unless there are good rea-
sons for seeking such support.

CABLE TRADE
India is not a major 
cable exporter
India has not traditionally been a major 
exporter of wire & cable. Total Indian 
exports reported in the country’s trade 
statistics under HS code 8544 for 2005 
were US$ 148 million. This compares to 
2005 exports from China under the same 
code of US$ 4.8 billion!  The Chinese fig-
ure is particularly high, as exports in this 
trade category include cable assemblies 
and harnesses, which have been grow-
ing very strongly in recent years. 

India Cable exports Lag
But Indian wire & cable exports also lag 
well behind those reported for many 
other Asian countries, such as Thailand 
(exports US$ 663 million in 2005), Tur-
key (US$ 715 million), Malaysia (US$ 512 
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million) and the Philippines (US$ 814 
million). The value of total wire & cable 
exports from several of these other Asian 
countries (notably the Philippines and 
Thailand) are, like China’s exports, also 
boosted by high value exports of cable 
harnesses, but Turkey, benefiting from 
its location close to Western Europe, is 
a major exporter of cable.

But Indian exports Are Growing
Though Indian exports of wire & cable 
are small compared to many other 
Asian countries, they have been grow-
ing in recent years. Increasing from US$ 
38 million in 2000 to US$ 148 million in 
2005, the average annual rate of growth 
in Indian cable exports over this period 
was 40%. One of the main elements of 
this growth has been cable exports from 
India to the UAE, up from US$ 8 million in 
2000 to US$ 32 million in 2005, including 
US$ 19 million of winding wire. Part of 
this growth in trade will be due to boom-
ing cable consumption in the UAE, but 
Dubai is also an important trading cen-
tre, so some of the wire & cable imports 
from India are likely to be re-exported. 
Exports from India to the UK and to the 
US have also grown (each accounting for 
US$ 16 million in 2005). Indian exports to 
less developed countries are occasionally 

boosted by project business (e.g. US$ 17 
million to the Sudan in 2002). 

High exports of winding wire
Winding wire (HS codes 8544.11 and 
8544.19) accounted for a major part of 
Indian wire & cable exports in 2005: US$ 
43 million or 29% of the total. Wiring sets 
for vehicles (HS code 8544.30) were only 
US$ 16 million, as India is not a major 
producer of auto harnesses for export. 
In 2005 exports of fibre optic cable grew 
to US$ 23 million (compared to US$ 
7 million in 2004), as Indian producers 
became more active in markets outside 
India. Exports of energy cable have also 
grown, but Indian cable-makers do not 
yet have a strong presence in markets for 
energy cables outside India.

Net importer in Value Terms
In the reported trade statistics India is a 
net importer of wire & cable, with imports 
of US$ 334 million in 2005, compared 
to exports of US$ 148 million. However, 
this comparison is distorted by some 
relatively high value products in imports. 
CRU’s analysis of cable trade in volume 
terms indicates that India’s net trade 
position is actually close to balance, 
the overall volume of exports being only 
slightly higher than imports.

Growing Imports
Wire & cable imports into India have also 
grown strongly over the period 2000 to 
2005, up from US$ 86 million to US$ 334 
million (31% per year on average). Dur-
ing this time imports into India from China 
have grown very substantially, from US$ 
3.5 million to US$ 82 million. The next larg-
est source of imports is the US (US$ 30 
million in 2005), with Germany in Number 
5 position. More surprisingly, the third larg-
est source of Indian imports was Thailand, 
with a total of US$ 28 million in 2005, 
including US$ 16 million of power cable.

CONCLUSIONS
Though there are some clear parallels 
between China and India, there are also 
some clear differences. India’s current 
economic growth is strong but not quite 
as high as China’s. Nor has India yet 
shown that consistent growth can be 
maintained year after year for a long peri-
od. The freer political situation in India 
carries a risk that, if circumstances in 
the political arena change, some of the 
government policies that are currently 
helping to encourage investment could 
change on a short time-scale. But over 
the next few years the prospects for 
cable demand in areas related to infra-
structure development, especially power 
cables and fibre optic cables, look good, 
as India will not be able to achieve rea-
sonably high economic growth without 
continuing investment.
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WILL INDIA EMULATE CHINA?


